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Abstract—In recent year, preservation and promotion of the
ICHs are one of the problems of interest. In this paper, we
focus on modelling the traditional dance domain, particularly
modelling traditional Vietnamese dances. To conserve significant
characteristics of dances, we proposed an ontology to represent
the significant movements features of Ethnic Vietnamese Thai
Dances (EVTDs). Particularly, a detailed description of the movement schemas of EVTDs is presented in this paper. Additionally,
we present how to build an automatic extraction tool to collect the
fundamental movements data of EVTDs using machine learning.
Finally, we represented explicitly how to store those extracted
features from raw dance videos into prioritized Ontology-based
proposed.

Keywords: Vietnamese Traditional Dance, Prioritized Ontology, machine learning, Ethnic Vietnamese Thai Dance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Preservation and promotion of the intangible cultural heritage (ICH) are one of the problems of interest in the world.
Therefore, many scientists in computer science domain applying the theoretical and practical knowledge to the field of
Intangible Cultural Heritage, particularly in this paper focusing
on Southeast Asia countries, because Southeast Asia region is
one of the most dynamic regions in the world with a rich
cultural heritage. We concentrated primarily on the Vietnam’s
traditional dances.
Vietnam is a multi-ethnic country existing many different
cultures [25] with fifty-four-ethnic groups living in a territory.
The traditional dances had became "spiritual foods" of each
Vietnamese people, it influences directly the real life from
urban to rural. Most of the traditional Vietnamese dance
(TVD) is transfered by "word of mouth" [1], the present generation would instruct fundamental movements to the adjacent
generation. Additionally, traditional Vietnamese Dances are a
steady bridge in educating about human dignity, morality and
even historical knowledge. Instead of learning the historical
lesson in regular classes as well as participating in the training
the course of life skills, the dances has became the digital
channel for efficiently educating personality, knowledge and
even ethnicity to the generations.
Almost Vietnamese traditional dances built up from the
ethnic groups culture, life environments and regions, it con-
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tains the large number of the significant characteristics of
region-zone. Particularly, the dance movements of the ethnic
groups originated from the life activities, each posture is
depicted an characteristic action of their life. Therefore, the
fundamental movements would be one of the stable foundation
as well as being the essential features to determine the different
dances. In this paper, we selected a remarkable dance of
Thai community in Vietnam to illustrate how to represent
the important features. The movements of EVTDs are the
combination of fundamental postures presented in [5].
Classifying, detecting, identifying and storing dance videos
is a great challenge because most of the Vietnamese dances are
stored in raw videos. Therefore, we proposed a methodology to
manage the heterogeneous data of EVTDs in order to search,
store and query-answer dance videos.
One of the main contributions of this paper is to build
an automatic extraction tool using machine learning in order
to store the significant features of ethnic Vietnamese Thai
dance movements (EVTDMs). These characteristics are put
into a lightweight prioritized ontology-based (LPO) attached to
recognized probabilistic of each body part in the same frame.
Based on the probabilistic of each posture to decide whether
the tool put those features into LPO or not.
In the research process, we decomposed our approach into
two main stages: the first aspect is to reconstruct a schema
of panorama overview of traditional Vietnamese dances; the
second aspect concerns a character with the fundamental
movements of each EVTD. In this paper, we concentrate
primarily on the second stages with respect to detecting, extracting and storing automatically the fundamental movements.
Our primary challenge is to determine the principle concepts
from EVTD’s movements combined with a set of desirable
properties to build a useful dance search engine, moreover,
because the movements of the performers is quite uncertain
and inconsistent regarding the different cases (amateur, speed
of music, etc.) as well as the sequential frame of videos is not
explicit to recognize those extract movements, our remarkable
aim is how to handle the uncertainties and inconsistencies in
processing.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the

next section (section 2) we give recent related works. Section 3
provides a description of EVTD’s features and how to encode
them into Ontology. How to detect automatically concepts and
a methodology to build a LPO are discussed in section 4.
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
During the last two decades, people have tried to develop
different algorithms for human activity analysis [24][20] for
wide applications in the area of surveillance, patient monitoring and many more. Most of the works have been reported on
classifying human activity from videos. Recently researchers
are trying to classify an activity from a single image [22] [27]
[23]. In the video based activity recognition, people have tried
with different human activities like walking, jogging, running,
boxing, hand waving, hand clapping, pointing, digging and
carrying for a single actor [24][4].
Furthermore, with the rapid development of computer science, the large number of applications of management of
large and heterogeneous data is built and explored. In the
dance domain, several authors using ontology to manage the
dance databases, evidences as BalOnSe application [33], a
Labanotation based ontology [32]. Moreover, there are a few
works on group activities as [16][12]. Due to the increase
in multimedia data access through the internet, multimedia
data specially video data indexing becomes more and more
important. Not only in the retrieval but also for digitization of
cultural heritage, this can be an interesting problem. It can be
used to analyze a particular dance language.
Some researchers use space time features to classify the
human action. Blank et al. represent the human action as
three dimensional shapes included by the silhouettes in the
space-time volume [13]. They use space-time features such
as local space-time saliency, action dynamics, shape structure
and orientation to classify the action. In [2], they recognise
human action based on space-time locally adaptive regression
kernels and the matrix cosine similarity measure. Klaser et al.
localize the action in each frame by obtaining generic spatio
temporal human tracks [11]. They have used sliding window
classifier to detect specific human actions.
There are several attempts to recognize the movement from
multiple videos sources [2][24]. Aggarwal et al. [24] classify
the human activity recognition in two classes namely, singlelayered approach and hierarchical approach. In single layer
approach, activities are recognized directly from videos, while
in hierarchical approach, an action is divided into sub-actions
[10]. The action is represented by classifying it into subactions. Wang et al. [18] have used topic model to model
the human activity. They represent a video by Bag-of-Wards
representation. Later, they have used a model which is popular
in object recognition community, called Hidden Conditional
Random Field (HCRF) [19].

III. ETHNIC VIETNAMESE TRADITIONAL DANCES
A. Ethnic Vietnamese Thai Dances
Thai community in Vietnam is one of the ethnic groups
existing the large number of the traditional dances. There are
many significant festivals of Thai ethnic group to be held in
villages as well as regions during the whole year. In order to
understand explicitly with respect to EVTDs, in this section,
we present several fundamental movement features to identify
the EVTDs in the Vietnam’s territory.
In each EVTD, the remarkable characteristics to determine
EVTDs is the fundamental movements, in which is the foundation of the creative combination in each motion in order
to create the specific dances of Vietnamese Thai people.
Correspondingly, the detection of the basis movements is one
of the important steps collected automatically the dance dataset
for LPO. The following we would present a basis movements
schema of EVTDs as well as represent EVTD’s LPO based
on the schema proposed. Basis movements of EVTDs are
divided in five characteristics [5]: Orientation, Arm Posture,
Leg Posture, Sitting Posture, Standing Posture as figure 1.
They are described in detail as follows:

Figure 1: A taxonomic Hierarchy of EVTDs
1) Orientation: Regarding orientation features, it is one
of the most significant characteristics because the motions,
postures and gestures of Vietnamese traditional dances are
always described explicitly through the orientations in almost
all documents. They are split in eight orientations as Figure 2,
including from orientation 1 to orientation 8. In [5], orientation
1 is the direction of the dancer opposite to spectator (in front
of audience), it is also utilized for the first preparation step of
performing
2) Arm Posture: Most of arm postures is concentrated on
depicting life activities in Thai community, therefore the basis
postures is simple and habitual. It is divided in five primary
postures as figure 3: VN-Thai-Thế-[i]-Arm (i=1..5). They are
grouped into two distinct clusters: open-arm posture and closearm posture.

B. Encoding EVTD Movements into Prioritized Ontology

Figure 2: Orientations of EVTDs

Figure 3: Arm postures and Leg postures of EVTDs

3) Leg Posture: There are five significant leg postures to
represent for EVTD movements consisting of VN-Thai-Thế[j]-Leg (j=1..5) as figure 3.
4) Sitting and standing Posture: Sitting posture is divided in two postures, it consists of VN-Thai-Thế-1-Sitting,
VN-Thai-Thế-2-Sitting. There are three standing posture in
EVTD as in figure 4 VN-Thai-Thế-5-Standing, VN-Thai-Thế2-Standing, VN-Thai-Thế-4-Standing.

This section proposes implementing a modelling of EVTD
using lightweight ontology by DL-Lite. One of the main
advantage of DL-Lite is that query-answering is down in an
efficient way. Realizing the significance of DL-Lite in representing ontology-based model as well as perceiving further
what is the motivation behind using DL-Lite in order to build
an application (semantic Web) for EVTDs through OWL2QL language, therefore, we proposed to select DL-Lite to
represent implementing ontology-based modelling of EVTDs
in this paper.
1) Presentation of DL/DL-Lite: Description Logics (DLs)
provide the formal foundation for ontologies, and the tasks
related to the use of ontologies in various application domains
are posing new and challenging requirements with respect to
the trade-off between the expressive pover of a DL and the efficiency of reasoning over knowledge bases (KBs) expressed in
the DL. Description Logics [?] are also the logical frameworks
underlying the ontology language. A description logic knowledge base is formed by a terminological base, called TBox,
and an assertional base, called ABox. The TBox contains
inclusion axiom concepts and rules regarding knowledge of the
application domain whereas the ABox stores data (individuals
and constants) DL-Lite is a family of tractable DLs specifically
altered for applications that utilize the huge number of data, for
which query answering is the significant reason assignment.
2) DL-Lite syntax: Let [?] NC , NR and NI be three
pairwise disjoint sets of atomic concepts, atomic roles and individuals respectively. Let A ∈ NC , P ∈ NR , three connectors
0 0 0 0 0 0
¬ , ∃ , − are used to define complex concepts and roles.
We only present DL − Litecore the core fragment of all the
DL−Lite family and we would utilize DL−LiteR instead of
DL−Litecore . Nevertheless, we concentrate on two important
members of the DL − Lite family in this paper, including
DL−LiteR . Considering basic concepts (resp. roles) B (resp.
R), complex concepts (resp. roles) C (resp. E) are defined in
DL-Lite as follows:
B→A|∃R

C → B | ¬B

B → A | P−

E → R | ¬R

−

where P represents the inverse of P and A is an atomic
concept, P is an atomic role.
A DL-Lite knowledge base (KB) is a pair K =hT , Ai where
T is the TBox and A is the ABox. The TBox T includes
a finite set of inclusion axioms on concepts and on roles
respectively of the form: B v C and R v E. The ABox
contains a finite set of assertions (facts) of the form A(a) and
P(a,b) where A ∈ NC , P ∈ NR and a, b ∈ NI .
3) Implementing EVTD movements ontology using DL-Lite:
We built a prioritized ontology of EVTD movements based on
the schema proposed as figure 1. We present how to encode
EVTD movements into LPO using DL-Lite, as follows:
TBox: TEV T D
Figure 4: Sitting postures and standing postures of EVTDs

Orientation v EV T D − M ovements
ArmP osture v EV T D − M ovements
LegP osture v EV T D − M ovements

SittingP osture v EV T D − M ovements
StandingP osture v EV T D − M ovements
CaU ocM ovement v M ovements
V N − Orientation − 1 v Orientation
V N − Orientation − 3 v Orientation
ArmP osture − 1 v ArmP osture
ArmP osture − 2 v ArmP osture
...
LegP osture − 1 v LegP osture
LegP osture − 2 v LegP osture
...
XeKhanDance v EthnicV ietnameseT haiDance
XeM aHinhDance v EthnicV ietnameseT haiDance
CaU ocM ovement v XeKhanDance
ChauP oM ovement v XeKhanDance
QuatBoHeoM ovement v XeKhanDance
...
∃hasOrientation v P art − Of − Body
∃hasOrientation− v Orientation
∃hasP ose v EthnicV ietnameseT haiDance
∃hasP ose− v ArmP osture
∃hasArmP osture v EthnicV ietnameseT haiDance
∃hasArmP osture− v ArmP osture
∃hasLegDance v EthnicV ietnameseT haiDance
∃hasLegP osture− v LegP osture
∃hasConf idence v EV T DM ovement
∃hasConf idence− v IntegerT ype
...

For each raw video, we represented each feature in each
frame, particularly, for an example of Frame10 presented in
ABox as follows:
ABox: TEV T D
...
hasConf idence(V N − Orientation − 1 − 94, 94)
hasOrientation(RightShoulder, V N − Orientation − 1 − 94)
hasOrientation(Lef tShoulder, V N − Orientation − 2 − 74)
...
1. hasArmP osture(F rame10, V N −T hai−ArmP osture−3−67)
2. hasLegP osture(F rame10, V N − T hai − LegP osture − 1 − 89)
3. hasP ose(F rame10, RightShoulder − Orientation − 5 − 73)
4. hasP ose(F rame10, Lef tShoulder − Orientation − 1 − 94)
5. hasP ose(F rame10, Lef tHip − Orientation − 1 − 55)
6. hasP ose(F rame10, RightHip − Orientation − 6 − 34)
...

The explanation of (1) that the accuracy of ArmPosture3 is 67% in Frame 10. At the same frame 10, left shoulder
with orientation-1 obtained 94% of accuracies represented in
(4) and so on. Our primary aim is to store each motion of
each body part of performer/dancer in the same frame into
prioritized ontology-based where collect the dance movement
dataset to serve for searching, reasoning and query-answering.
The reason why we built prioritized ontology because a
dance video is sequential frames where we are difficult to
determine explicitly how dance postures and movements are
right. Therefore, the probability and accuracy of each motion
based on machine learning algorithms is quite expected. Example: considering a dance video from frame 1 to frame 100,
just exiting frame 20 satisfied the essential requirements of
those motions. Based on the accuracies classified of machine
learning which we identified whether the features are set into
LPO or not (above 80% to be selected).
IV. ON THE AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF CONCEPTS
In order to detect the concepts automatically, we had utilized
TF-Openpose to identify skeletons of performers. We also
aggregated Deep Convolutional Neural Networks to recognize

primary postures in each frame. The principle purpose of the
automatic detection is to enrich the ontology by assertions
representing concepts of LPO presented in each frame. In this
section, a description of how to detect automatically significant
features through machine learning will be discussed, particularly using human pose estimation and DCNN architectures to
build a detection tool.
A. Human Pose Estimation
We utilize TF-Openpose (written in python using Tensorflow library instead of Caffe library) for estimating the
positions of human joints and articulated pose estimation in
order to support for depicting each movements in EVTD.
Moreover, we ameliorated and improved TF-Openpose through
algorithms of input image processing and modified several
essential arguments of CNNs.
The primary purpose of using HPE for EVTD movements
is to determine concretely parts of body in raw dance videos
to aim at extracted and represent the motions in each dance
movement. The architecture simultaneously predicts detection
confidence maps and affinity fields that encode part-to-part
association as in Figure5. The network is split into two
branches: Branch 1 is responsible for predicting confidence
maps, and Branch 2 is to predict the affinity fields. TFOpenpose takes a 2D color image as input and produces the 2D
location of anatomical key-points for each person. The (x,y)
coordinates of the final pose data array could be normalized to
the range depending on the key-point scale. It can be estimated
18 key-point body pose from COCO 2016 dataset.

Figure 5: The architecture using CNN in Openpose
Realizing the requirements of a high configuration regarding
GPU for Openpose handled, we proposed to utilize TFOpenpose 1 instead of orginal Openpose version. It is a human
pose estimation library developed based upon the foundation of
the Openpose library using Tensorflow and OpenCV. It also
provides several variants that have made the changes to the
network structure for real-time processing on the CPU or lowpower embedded devices. We concentrated on two variations
of models to find optimized network architecture: CMU [29]
and Mobile-Net [34]. (1) With respect to CMU, it is the
model based VGG pre-trained network which described in the
Openpose’s original paper using COCO dataset for training, it
1 https://github.com/ildoonet/tf-pose-estimation

is converted from Caffe format to utilize in Tensorflow; (2)
Based on the Mobile-Net paper [34], with 12 convolutional
layers are used as feature-extraction layers. The experimental
result as in figure 6.

Figure 8: Framework to detect automatically dance postures

Figure 6: Using HPE and DCNN to detect the basis features

B. Using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
In order to detect and recognize the significant postures (particularly in Leg, Standing and Sitting Posture), we proposed
to utilize deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) which
have been applied to visual tasks since the late 1980s.
As we had known, there are three main types of layers
used to build Deep CNN architectures: convolutional layer,
pooling layer and fully connected layer. Most of the CNN
architectures is obtained by stacking the number of these
layers. Deep convolutional neural networks, trained on large
datasets, achieve convincing results and are currently the stateof-the-art approach for this task illustrated in figure7.

Figure 7: Neural network with many convolutional layers
Because the limited number of the postures features to
represent EVTDs, we selected DCNNs to detect automatically
those postures on the image frames of video. We utilized
an open source neural network library written in Python
called Keras 2 in which integrated many architectures being
compatible with all the backends (TensorFlow, Theano, and
CNTK).

Figure 9: The aggregation of three DCNNs architectures to
extract features

In this research, we implemented a general framework for
automatic detection and classification of EVTD’s fundamental
postures as in figure 8. We introduce a classification model
aggregating consequently the deep CNN architectures to extract the features (including Xceptions model, Inceptionv3
model and MobileNet model as in Figure 9). Realizing that
each CNN architecture deals with the different cases of the
particular dataset as well as combining the features to represent
a vector is quite expected because it will be boosted strongly
the discrimination between the classifications. In addition, the
dataset of ETVDs focus principally on the high resolution
image frames of dance videos, specially, the resolution and size
of images will be grown rapidly in the future. For these reasons, we selected the methodology using deep CNNs to extract
the significant features and ML algorithms to classify. After
having sets of the collected images, we used several algorithms
to advance the quality of images (image pre-processing). In
each image frame, we extracted the features from three CNN
architectures, particularlly, including Xceptions [35] (2048
features), InceptionV3 [36] (2048 features), Mobilenet [34]
(1024 features). The next step, we aggregated consequently
(respectively) the extracted features to have a feature vector
with 5120 dimensions. After that, the comparison among several ML algorithms to have a best selection for classification
is fully essential presented in section V.
The main idea of this model is a classification tool to update
2 https://keras.io/models/model/

flexibly the novel architectures which will be published in the
future aimed at advancing the accuracy in classification as
soon as the dataset accelerated. In addition, we are also able
to extract the features in parallel with each CNN architecture,
nevertheless, we do not experiment the parallel models in this
paper.
C. An automatic detection tool
In order to store and to detect the fundamental features
into LPO, we implemented an automatic extraction tool of
EVTD’s movements (poses) by python language illustrated in
figure 12. We utilized DCNN’s architecture models proposed
to classify the postures (leg, sitting and standing postures).
Additionally, we also used HPE to describe each body parts of
performer/dancer. Furthermore, we selected Owlready2 library
(using python language) with HermiT reasoner to build our
lightweight prioritized ontology. Our tool allowing users is
able to extract automatically or extract manually (in each
frame) features to put into ontology. As presented in above
sections, each feature we inserted the probability of each
movements to serve for selecting the suitable features in many
sequential frames.
On the other hand, because the contrast between light and
shade is different as well as the resolution of each video is also
distinct, our tool implemented a simple adjustable set of image
processing manually to support detection and classification.

Figure 10: An automatic extraction tool of EVTDs
In order to be compatible for extracting the features of
EVTDs where existing many fundamental movements separately. We also designed a simple function to change flexibly
the classes/concepts for storing easily the different movements.
In the next section, we will present experimental results and
how to represent the extracted features into LPO with the
probability.

Table I: Datasets of the fundamental posture of EVTDs
Postures (Pos)

Leg
Postures
Sitting
Posture
Standing
Posture

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

None
Pos

Total

1260

685

1185

494

673

1407

5704

1252

798

none

none

none

2163

4213

none

685

none

494

673

2084

3936

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We implemented the propositional tool on the computer
supporting graphical card (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950M with
total memory is 8107 MB) to run TensorFlow on multiple
GPUs. In this section, we would present two parts: (1) the
experimental result of classifying the postures, (2) presenting
LPO implemented and how to put the features into LPO by
the tool implemented.
A. Classification of significant postures
We used python programming language and Keras libary
to implement the EVTD postures automatic detection framework on each frame. We randomly split the dataset into two
different training(2/3) and test (1/3) sets (with the posture
image datasets collected as in Table I, collected from 15
videos). In addition, we also implemented scikit-learn library
3
to use several ML algorithms including logic regression,
Support vector machine (SVM - C=10000, Gama=0.002), Random Forest (200 decision trees), Stochastic Gradient Descent
classifier (SGD), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN - K=5), Naı̈ve
Bayes classifier. The experimental results of the propositional
CNN model are in Table II for Rank-1 accuracy). The result
achieved the high accuracy (F1) using Logic Regression as
follows: 98.88% of Leg postures (for 06 classes), 99.84% of
Sitting Posture (for 03 classes), 99.37% of Standing Posture
(for 04 classes). In general, most of the classification results
achieved the high accuracy around above 90%.
The result of this classification will be one of the preliminary of dataset collected. In implementation process, we
realized that this collected dataset is not able to represent and
reflect most of the different angle in dance. It exists some
difficulties in classification including the difference between
the postures of a professional dancer and an amateur person
as well as the distinction from the distinct directions to look.
Therefore, the necessary to collect a huge dataset is absolute
expected in the future.

B. Implementation
Ontology-based

of

EVTD’s

Lightweight

Prioritized

Our LPO has 105 classes, 09 object properties, 09 data
properties, 321 individuals and 2322 axiom including orientations, postures and body parts. It is implemented by
3 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/

Table II: Comparisons of Rank-1 accuracy of algorithms
Algorithm
Logic
Regression
SVM
(Linear)
SGD
Classifier
Random
Forest
K-Nearest
Neighbors
Naı̈ve
Bayes

Leg Posture

Postures
Sitting Posture

Standing Posture

98,88

99.84

99,37

98,84

99.80

99,27

92,18

94,23

93,78

96,47

97,63

98,02

94,11

96,15

95,07

96,30

97,06

97,34

owlready2 library 4 , to store fundamental features (including
the possibility of each movements characteristics). In this subsection, we present how to manage significant features of
EVTD postures into LPO.

Figure 12: Range of Probability

Figure 11: An Ontology-based Modelling of EVTDs

We proposed two methodologies to structure prioritized
ABox as follows:(1) storing each significant feature with the
specific probability as the left side of figure 12 (from 0%
to 100%), (2) storing each essential characteristic with the
probability range as right side of 12 that be classify including
the levels: High (80%-100%), Above Average (60%-80%),
Average (40%-60%), Below Average (20%-40%), Low (0%20%) illustrated as top part of figure12.
In order to represent body parts, we implemented TFOpenpose to detect skeleton. From each body part extracted,
we classified into eight orientations (Oi (i=1..8)) as in Figure
13. From each image flat and each body part, we identified the
angle between x-axis with the body part orientation to classify,
for example right-shoulder has the 93-degree angle, being O5 .
In this demonstration, we only experimented with one dancer
to represent and to store movements of EVTDs.
4 https://pypi.org/project/Owlready2/

Figure 13: An orientation circle

Figure 14: An example of left-shoulder part represented eight
orientations with case of the probability range

Regarding the case of postures that did not belongs to
the fundamental knowledge in [5], "non-posture" classification
is utilized to represent. As discussed above, based on the
probability of postures and poses that we will decide the
selection of the essential frame to store into ontology.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
With the aim of the preservation and promotion in the
intangible cultural heritage in general as well as developing
an application to store the Vietnamese traditional dances.
In particular, we presented a methodology to identify automatically the significant concepts of EVTDs to build an
intelligent repository. Using the machine learning algorithms
combines with the CNN architectures and HPE to detect
the important features are discussed in this paper. On the
basis of the propositional tool, we collected and managed the
heterogeneous dance data of EVTDs (from raw videos with
low revolution).
The work presented in this paper is one of the important first
steps regarding preserving and promotion of EVTDs based
on the background of artificial intelligent. These initial steps
would be the foundation for creating universal traditional dance
repository to aim to support for advanced heterogeneous digital storage, indexing, classification, reasoning and searching
dance videos. Based on the concepts extracted automatically
and stored into prioritized ABox, the next step will classify,
annotate and query-answering the dance videos of EVTDs.
Our next plans include the collection of the dance dataset,
improve how to detect the fundamental movements which is
more compatible and build an universal lightweight ontologybased for EVTDs.
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